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We prove that the proportion of d-dimensional subspaces of an n-dimensional 
vector space over GF(2) having a nontrivial automorphism group goes to 0 as n 
goes to infinity as long as (2 + e) log 2 n ~< d~< n- (2 + e) log 2 n, for any e > 0. On the 
other hand, we also prove that if d~<210g2n (or d>~n-2tog2n) then the 
proportion of d-dimensional subspaces having a nontrivial automorphism group is 
at least ½- e. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
L inear  subspaces of  a vector  space of d imens ion  n over  GF(2)  are 
fundamenta l  to any number  of areas of  contemporary  appl ied mathemat ics .  
They  can be thought  of in terms of representat ions of b inary matro ids ,  as 
"codes"  of inc idence structures, or  in terms of l inear b inary error -correct ing 
b lock codes. However  one thinks of these subspaces, one can ask what  the 
propert ies  are of  an arb i t rary or  random "code"  and how these propert ies  
change with certain parameters .  This  is a basic quest ion  which has been 
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investigated for various combinatorial objects. In this article we consider 
the existence of symmetries of automorphisms of arbitrary "codes" and 
how this changes with respect o dimension. 
While this question is quite natural and appealing in its own right, there 
are also other reasons to consider it. It has been established [1] that the 
decoding problem and other related problems are difficult (NP-complete) 
for arbitrary linear codes. This result is the basis for a Public Key Crypto- 
system proposed by McEliece [4]. To break such a cryptosystem one 
looks for a trapdoor; establishing results about arbitrary linear codes gives 
some insight as to where and how to look for such trapdoors. 
Consider a linear subspace C of dimension d of an n-dimensional vector 
space V n over GF(2) and define its automorphism group (denoted by 
Aut C) to be the group of all n xn  permutation matrices P, such that 
C = {xP I x ~ C}. Equivalently Aut C can be thought of as consisting of 
permutations n which permute the coordinate of vectors x s V" such that 
C= {n(x) I xe  C} (cf. [3, p. 229]). We remark that permutation matrices 
are the only isometries (Hamming distance preserving linear transforma- 
tions) of binary subspaces (MacWilliams [2]). If C has no nontrivial 
automorphisms, that is IAut C] = 1, then C is said to be rigid. 
Two subspaces are said to be isomorphic or equivalent if there is a per- 
mutation mapping one to the other. Finally let C ± denote the dual of C. 
In this article we intend to establish that for given e>0 and for 
d~< 2 log n (where the logarithm is always to base 2), at least ½- e of the 
(inequivalent) d-dimensional subspaces of V" (the n-dimensional binary 
vector space) have a nontrivial automorphism group. But for any e > 0, if 
(2 + e) log n ~< d~< n - (2 + e) log n then almost all subspaces of dimension d
are rigid. 
Note that since Aut C=Aut  C ± we can assume that d<~n/2. Clearly, if 
a subspace has a nontrivial automorphism, it must have an automorphism 
of prime order. Therefore it is sufficient o consider only permutations of 
prime order in our arguments. 
Throughout this article all subspaces, vector spaces, etc. are binary 
spaces; that is, spaces over GF(2), whether or not it is explicitly stated. 
2. LOWER BOUND FOR GENERAL VALUES OF p 
Let us call a permutation having exactly one cycle of order p and fixing 
all the remaining elements a p-transposition. Any d-dimensional subspace 
C of V n has a p-transposition if d< log(n/ (p-  1)). To see this assume that 
the subspace C is the rowspace of a dx n binary matrix. Since there are 
2 d possible columns, if d< log(n/ (p-  1)) at least p columns are identical, 
and hence there is a p-transposition which permutes the corresponding 
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coordinates. For d<~ (p / (p -  1)) log n-  (p / (p -  1)) logp we have the 
following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let e>0 be given. For f ixed p and for d<~(p/ (p -1) )  
log n - (p/(p - l ) ) log p, n > no, the proportion of all d-dimensional 
subspaces of V ~ having a nontrivial automorphism of order p is at least ½ - e. 
COROLLARY 1. Let e>0 be given. For 
proportion of all d-dimensional subspaces 
automorphism group is at least ½- e. 
d~<2togn-2 ,  n > no, the 
of V" having a nontrivial 
Proof By the choice of d, (p)>~(p)P>/2 a(p-1). Let m be the smallest 
integer such that (p) >/2 d~p- 1). We consider p-transpositions rc that act on 
n coordinates but interchange only entries from the first m entries, always 
fixing the remaining n -  m coordinates. We call such p-transposition good. 
We call two (good) p-transpositions equivalent if the p-cycles are on the 
same set. 
We give a lower bound on the number of ordered d-tuples of vectors 
(Xl, x2, ..., Xd) in an n-dimensional vector space V" having the property 
that there exists a good p-transposit ions with ~z(x;)=xi for all 
i = 1, 2, ..., d. Note that if an ordered d-tuple of vectors is fixed by a good 
p-transposition then it is also fixed by every p-transposition equivalent 
to it. Thus we consider only the number of different orbit partitions of 
coordinates. 
Fix one good p-partition re; the number of those vectors x which have the 
property that rc(x)=x is clearly 2 n-p÷1 and thus the number of d-tuples 
(xl, x2, ..., Xd) with the property that rc(xi)=xi for all i=  1, 2, ..., d is 
2 (n-p+*~d There are (~') orbits for good p-transpositions and thus 
(p) .2  (n-p+l)d is an overestimate of the number of those d-tuples 
(xl, x2, ..., Xd) that have the property r~(x~) = xi for all i = 1 ..... d for some 
good r~. If there are two good p-transpositions rc and re' such that both 
~(xi) = xi and ~z'(xi) = x~ hold for all i = 1, 2 ..... d then we counted these 
d-tuples (xl, ..., xe) more than once, unless r~ and re' are equivalent. 
Suppose that the p-cycles of 7r and re' have no position in common; then 
1 (m](rn--p] there are ~pj~ p , ways to choose ~ and ~' and 2 d(n-2p)+2d ways to find 
d-tuples (Xl, x2 ..... xd) that satisfy 
z~(xi)=xi and rd(xi)=x i forall i - -1,2, . . . ,d.  (1) 
1 tin'lira--p) ")d(n--2p+2) Xd) that Thus there are at most ~pj~ p , - -  d-tuples (Xl,X2 .... , 
satisfy (1) for some pair of good p-transpositions re, 7z' with disjoint 
p-cycles. 
If the p-cycles are not disjoint and have exactly i points in common, 
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l<~i<~p-1, then we can similarly bound the number 
(xl, x2, ..., xa) satisfying (1) by 
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of d-tuples 
Finally, not all d-tuples (Xl, x2, ..., xa) chosen above span a d-dimensional 
space. At most 2 nd- (2 n -  1) (2n-2) . . .  (2" -2  d 1) d-tuples do not, as the 
total number of ordered bases of d-dimensional space is (2 n -  1) (2" -2) . - .  
(2n-2a-1).  Hence the number of d-tuples (xl,xz,...xa) that span a 
d-dimensional space and for some good p-transposition rc satisfy 
rc(xi) = xi for all i = 1, 2 .... , d (2) 
can be estimated from below by 
2 \p J \  p J 
1 m m-p  p 
- (2 ha -  (2 n - 1)(2" - 2 ) . . .  (2 n - 2 d -  1)). 
Since every d-dimensional subspace contains the same number of ordered 
basis, the ratio 
(2"- - l ) (2n--2) . . . (2n--2 a- l )  
also gives the lower bound on the ratio of the number of d-dimensional 
spaces that admit a good transposition with respect o all d-dimensional 
subspaces of V n. 
Elementary calculation yields 
(2 n -  1)(2 n -2 ) . . -  (2 n -2  a - l )  > (2 n_2  d -1 )d  
=2na( l  2a 1' a (1 d2 a-l"] -- 2" ) > 2nd 
2" / 
and thus with (p)~>21P-lld> (rap1) we get 
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ot 
(2" -  1)(2" - 2)--. (2"-- 2 a- 1) 
2ha 
m m--p 
2 
p-1 1 - Z=I 2(m]lm-p]{P]2-'{~-,-,. 
-= kP /kP - - i  / \ i /  - ~  
>~ ( ; )  2--d(p--1} (1--~ (m;  P) 2--U(P--1} 
p-I 1 - -- E [FFI- -P~(P~2--d{p--1))  d2d-1  
i=l 2\p - - i / \ i /  2" 
d2 d-  1 
2~ 
>~ l - - l  {m--P) -d{p~l} ~11{p] fm Pi ) d2d-I 
2k P j2  - ,=12\ i / \P~ 2-a{P-° ..... 2 ~ 
2 i=1 k i /kP - i J  2" ' 
as (m~- l) < 2{ p _ 1)e ~< (~). Moreover, 2 d{p- 1) > (rap 1) ~ ~ implies that 
2d> (m _p)p/(p-1) (p!)-l/(p-1) 
Hence, as ½ {P)(p !)(p- O/{p- l)/(p _ i)! <~ 2Pp ! 
t~ 
(2" -  i ){2~-2) . . .  (2-_ 2d-1) 
, l~l(p){p,)(~-,}/(~ - ,
1 p--I d2 a- 1 >~- Z 2~p!'(m-p) -{~-i}/{~-~) 
i= 1 2" 
1 d2 d- a 
>~ -  2Pp! "p. (m -p)-~/{p- 1) _ "---2 ~ , 
(m--p)P -i d2d-1 
where the last inequality follows by taking p times the largest summand. 
With respect o the remark at the beginning of this section we can assume 
that d~>log n/(p-  1) and thus with n tending to infinity d and m tend to 
infinity as well. In this case the RHS of the last inequality tends to | 
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3. BOUNDS FOR PERMUTATIONS OF ORDER 2 
In this section we consider linear subspaces C of dimension d, C ~_ V n, 
which have an element of order2 in Aut C and establish that if 
n- (2+e) logn>~d>~(2+Qlogn ,  for any ~>0, then the proportion of 
such subspaces goes to zero as n goes to infinity. 
Note that the number of d-dimensional inear subspaces of an 
n-dimensional linear space over GF(2) is given by the Gaussian coefficients 
(n )  =(2n-1) (2~ 1- -1) . - ' (2n-d+1- -1)  
d 2 (2 a -  i)(2 a 1 __ ~ ). . .  (2 -- 1 ) 
We remark that there exist constants cl, c2>0 such that for all 
nonnegative integers d, n with d~< n, the following is valid: 
cl 2'~d-a2~ <(2n-1) (2"  1- -1) ' ' ' (2"- -d+~--1)  C2"2 ha-a:. • ~< (3 
(2 a -  1 )(2 a -1  -- 1 ).-.  (2 -- 1 ) 
The left inequality follows from the observation 2n-d~ (2 n - i -  1)/ 
(2d - i - - l )  for i=0,  1 ..... d - I ,  hence c1>~1. In order to show the right 
inequality we use the fact that (1 -e ) (1 - f l )~>I - (e+f l )  for all 0~<e, 
fl ~< 1. Thus 
=2nd_d2.( l__ l /2n)( l__ l /2,  1) . . . (1_  1/2n d+l )  
(1 -  1/2d)(1--  1/2 a L ) . . . ( I _  1/2) 
1 .2nd d2 
"" (1 -- (1 /2d+ 1/2 a-1 + ..- + 1/4)) .  1/2 
< 4 - 2 "a- d2 
Throughout this section let n denote a permutation consisting of t 2-cycles 
and n-2t  fixed points. There are at most n 2* such permutations. We 
remark that g is a linear transformation. 
As before V n denotes the vector space of all binary n-tuples. Let V~ 
denote the vectors in V n fixed by ~; that is, 
V,~= {ye  V"[ ~(y)=y}.  
For a permutation 7r, define a linear function f :  Vn--. V" by 
f (x )  = x + re(x), and let V* denote the image o f f ;  that is, 
v*= {x + ~(x) l xe  v"}. 
Since the kernel of f is V,~ and the image of f is V*, it is easy to see by 
582a/63/1-9 
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the dimension formula that dim V* = t and dim V~ = n -  t. Two crucial 
observations are that 
(1) x, rc (x )~V~+x,x~V ~ 
(2) x ,x '~ V~+x i f f f (x )=f (x ' ) .  
The first is equivalent to saying that x + z(x) ~ V~ or that 
~(x + ~(x)) = ~(x) + ~(x)  = ~(x) + x, 
which is obvious. The second claim is almost as obvious; note that if 
x' ~ V~ + x then x' = x + y, y ~ V~ and 
f (x ' )  = x + y + rc(x + y)  = x + z~(x) + y + zt(y) =f(x) ,  
since y + rr(y) = 0. Conversely if
f (x )  = x + ~(x)  = x'  + rc(x') =f(x' ) ,  
then x + x '=n(x  + x')  and x + x' e V n or x ,x '  ~ V~ + x. 
Simply put, there is a one to one correspondence b tween vectors y ~ V* 
and cosets of V~ induced by f (x )  = x + z(x) .  
Consider now a d-dimensional subspace C with n ~ Aut C and consider 
f (x )  =x+z(x)  restricted to C. Let C* denote the image o f f  and C~ the 
kernel o f f  restricted to C. Let r = dim C* and r + s = dim C~ then clearly 
d = 2r + s. Note that C* ___ C. ~ C. 
We pick subspaces C by first picking a subspace C* ~ V*. There are at 
most c22 t'- '2 choices of C*. Next for each fixed C* there are at most 
c2 2(n-t r)s-~2 ways to pick C. given that it contains C*. 
Finally we consider the number of codes C containing a given C* and 
C~. Here we know that the image o f f  restricted to C must be C* and thus 
the choices for x~ C\C~ must come f romf - l{y} ,  y~ C*. 
Let Y~,Y2 ..... Yr be an arbitrary but fixed basis of C*. Recall that 
f l{y~}=V~+x~,  where f (x~)=y~.  For any subspace C, C*c_C~_C,  
there exists x~f - l{ye)  nC  by our assumption that the image of f 
restricted to C is C*. In fact, f-~{y~} c~ C= C. + x~. We observe that these 
x~ are independent and completely determine C since any of the 2 r cosets 
of C~ will have a unique coset representative of the form z = ZT= ~ aix~. 
There are 2 ~n-t)" ways to pick r elements one from each coset V~+x~, 
i-- 1, 2 ..... r. However for each code C there are 2 ('+~)r ways to pick such 
a basis from C,+x~,  i=1 ,2  ..... r. Thus there are 2 ~" t . . . .  )" different 
possible choices of C given C~ and C*. This gives a total of at most 
c,n2t2tr ,22~n-,-,)s s22(n-, . . . .  )r 
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subspaces C_  V n of dimension d=2r+s  having an automorphism of 
order 2. The ratio of this function to the totat number of subspaces of 
dimension d, at least c12 ha-a2, must go to zero. Equivalently, the exponent 
must go to negative infinity. Comparing exponents, we must have 
2t log n - st + n(r + s) - (2r 2 + s 2 + 2sr) < nd-  d 2. 
Substituting s = d -  2r gives 
2t log n - 2r 2 + 2dr + 2rt - nr -d t  < O. 
For  fixed but arbitrary values of d and n consider the left hand side of the 
above inequality, 
f ( r ,  t) = 2t log n - 2r 2 + 2rd+ 2rt - nr -d t ,  (4) 
as a function with domain R 2. 
For  later applications we have to evaluate this function for a few values 
of r and t. 
For r = 0 we have 
asd>21ognand t~>l. 
Note that 
n log n 
f(0,  t) = t(2 log n - d) 
~<21ogn-d  (5) 
d(n - d) 
2 
- -<21ogn-d  (6) 
for (2 + e) logn<.d<~n- (2  +e) logn .  
For t = n/2 we obtain 
f r, =n logn- - -~-2r2+2dr  
which is maximal for r = d/2 and thus by (6) 
For r= t we have 
d(n - d) 
2 
as t>~l. 
<21ogn-d .  
f ( t ,  t) = t(2 log n + d -n)  
(7) 
(8) 
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THEOREM 2. For any e > 0, the proportion of d-dimensional subspaces 
having an automorphism of order 2 goes to zero as n increases when 
(2 + e) log n ~< d ~< n - (2 + e) log n. 
Proof We need to prove that 
n/2 re(t) 
E ~', n2t2tr r22(" '-r)s-s22(n-' . . . .  )~/2,,d d2 (9) 
t= l  r=O 
goes to zero as n goes to infinity where s=d-2r  and m(t)=min{d/2, t}
for (2 + e) log n ~< d~< n - (2 + e) log n. To simplify matters let 
f(r, t)= 2t logn+ tr-r2 + (n - t - r ) s -s2  + (n -  t - r - s ) r -dn+ d 2 
= t(2 log n - d+ 2r) - 2r 2 + 2dr -  nr. (10) 
Rearranging the summation gives 
n/2 re(t) n/2 d/2 n/2 
E E 2f(r")~< E 2f(°") + E E 2f(r")" 
t= l  r=O t= l  r= l  t=r  
Note that there are constants c3, c4 such that for all integers x, y with 
0 ~< x ~<y, the following is valid: 
Y 1 
E 2at~c3"2aY  if a>~ 
l=x  
Y 1 
E 2at~c4 "2ax if a~<- - .  
,=x 2 
(11) 
(12) 
By (10)we see that f(r ,  t) is linear in t for constant r. Hence, we have 
n/2 n/2 
2Y(°")= ~ 2 t(21°gn-d) 
t= l  t= l  
~< C 4 .221°gn  -a  
by (5) which tends to zero with n going to infinity for d~> (2+ e)log n 
where 0 < e. 
Again, as f(r, t) is linear in t, and assuming for the moment that 
121ogn-d+2rl >~½ for each r, 1 <~r<~d/2, then we have 
d/2 n/2 
Z E 2Y(r") 
r=t  t=r  
E 
d/2 -- logn + 1/4 <~ r <~ d/2 
~C3"  E 
C3 " 2 f ( r 'n /2 )  + E C4 " 2f ( r ' r )  
1 <~ r <~ d/2 - logn - 1/4 
221ogn - d ..{_ C4 . E 2r(21ogn -- n + d) 
d/2 - logn + 1/4 ~< r ~< d/2 1 ~< r ~< d/2-- logn -- 1/4 
~<c3-(logn+ 1)'221°gn-d+c3"Ca-221°g" n+d 
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by (7) and (8) and since 21ogn-n+d<O.  Thus for (2+e)logn<<.d<<. 
n- (2+e)  logn (and 12 logn-d+2rL~>½),  this sum tends to 0 with n 
going to infinity. 
Now for given values of d, n the inequality 12 log n - d+ 2rl < ½ holds for 
at most one value oft,  say r=ro, where d/2-1ogn-¼<ro<d/2 - 
log n + ¼. In this case 
n/2 n/2 
2 2f(r°' t) ~ ~ 2'/2- 2r 2 + 2dro -- nro 
t=r  0 t=r  0 
C3 . 2n/4 + r0(2a- 2r0 n) as t <~ n/2 
C3 . 2n/4 + (d/2-- togn -- 1/4)(d + 21ogn + l /2  -- n),  
where the last inequality follows from inserting for ro the value 
d/2-  log n -  ¼. The exponent hen as a function of d is maximal at the 
boundaries. Inserting d = (2 + e) log n gives 
n/2 
2f(r0, t) ~ 2n/4 + ( (~/2) logn-  1 /4) .  ((4 + e) logn  + 1 /2 -  n) 
t=¢" 0 
and inserting d= n - (2 + e) log n gives 
n/2 
2 f ( ro , t l~2n/4+(n /2 - - (2+e/2) logn  1/4) - (  e logn+l /2 )  
t=r  o 
and therefore in both cases these sums tend to 0 with n going to infinity as 
well. l 
4. BOUNDS FOR PERMUTATIONS OF ORDER p 
We consider the other case namely zc E Aut C, where zr has order p, p an 
odd prime. Again we assume that zc consists of t p-cycles and n-  pt fixed 
points. 
Again V" is the vector space of binary n-tuples and V]= 
{yE Vn [ ~r(y)= y}. We define fp:  V"-+ V n as before: fp (x )= 
x + ~(x)  + . . .  + ~p-  l(x).  
In this case the image Offp is V~' and we let V* be the kernel offp, To 
be in the kernel, a vector must be zero in the coordinates fixed by 7r and 
must have an even number of ones in the coordinates moved by each 
p-cycle. Hence, dim V , -n - (p -1 ) t  and dim V* (p -1 ) t .  It follows 
that V* c~ V~ = {0}. 
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Given a linear subspace C_~ V" of dimension d having 7r • Aut C, we 
consider the restriction Offp to C and define 
c~={x•Clx=~(x)}  and C~-*-{x • C I fp(X) = 0} 
in an analogous fashion. Assuming that the dimension of C~ is r and 
dim C* = d - r  we have at most 
C22(n - (p - 1)t)r-- r 2 
choices for C. ~ V,~. Independently one chooses subspaces C* ~ V* of 
dimension d - r .  However, picking a vector x e V* implies we must pick 
the entire orbit under re. More generally having picked a subspace C '~ V* 
with 7r(C')=C',  picking a coset C'+x means one must pick the entire 
orbit of cosets under re. Since rc has prime order, any orbit of cosets C' has 
length 1 or p. If it is has length 1 then its vectors fall into orbits under rc 
with orbit lengths 1 or p. Since p is odd there must be at least one vector 
in the coset fixed by re. But 0 • V* is the only such vector and thus C' is 
the only coset fixed by re. 
We conclude that picking a coset and its orbit gives [C'[ +p [C'[ vectors 
and thus each choice increases the dimension by at least [-log(p + 1)7. 
There are (2 (P -1 ) t -g -1 )  cosets to choose from, if we assume that the 
dimension of C' is k. On the other hand, given a subcode C' of dimension k
in a code C* of dimension d - r  there are 2 d-r k_  1 cosets to choose 
from, each leading to the same code C*. Thus the probability of picking 
an independent vector and its orbit belonging to a given subspace C* 
(given that one has C') is at least 
2 a - r -k -  1 1 
2 (p -1 ) t -k -1  >12 (p -1 ) t - (d - r )+ l "  
Since each choice increases the dimension by at least I - log(p+ 1)7 and 
there are at most (d-r)/[log(p + 1)7 such choices, we have a lower bound 
on the probability of picking an arbitrary code and thus an upper bound 
on the number of different codes C*. Thus there are at most 
2((p 1) t - - (d - r )+ l ) (d- r ) / r log(p+ l)7 
=2(p  l)t(d--r)/[-log(p+ l)7--(d--r)2/[-log(p+ l )7+(d  r)/rlog(p+ l)7 
such subspaces. 
Since there are at most n pt choices of ~z, we have at most 
c2nPt2(n  ( (p -  1)t)r r 2 
• 2 (p- 1 )t(d-- r)/rlog(p + 1)7 -- (d-- r)Z/l-log(p + 1 )7 + (d-- r)/[-log(p + 1 )7 
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such subspaces. Note that r~<n- (p -1 ) t  or (p -1 ) t<~n- r  and 
(d -  r) ~< (p - 1 ) t. The ratio of the above to cl 2 nd d2, a lower bound on the 
number of d-dimensional subspaces, must go to zero as n goes to infinity. 
Comparing exponents we must have 
ptlogn+ (n -  (p -  1 ) t ) r - r  2 
1 
+ [ (p -  1) t (d - r ) - (d - r ) (d - r -  1)] [ - log(p+ 1)-] <nd-d2" 
Consider now the resulting expression as a function of r and t with p a 
fixed parameter: 
f(p, r, t)=ptlogn+ (n -  (p -  1 ) t ) r - r  2 
+ (p -1) t (d - r ) - (d - r ) (d - r -1 )  dn+d2. (13) 
[-log (p + 1)7 
As t counts the number of p-cycles, we have 1 <~ t<~ nip. The space C* is 
a subspace of V*. As dim C*=d- r  and dim V*= (p -1 ) t  we get 
0 ~< d-  r ~< (p - 1) t. Similarly, as C,  c_ V~ and dim C~ = r and dim V~ = 
n - (p - 1) t we have 0 ~< r ~< n - (p - 1) t. Moreover, we must have either 
r = d or d -  r >~ [-log(p + 1)7, since by having one non zero vector of C* we 
have the entire orbit with respect o some permutation re. 
Hence, we have the following boundary conditions: 
n 
l~<t~<- 
P 
O<~r<~n-(p--1)t 
O<~d-r~(p-1) t  
r = d or d -  r ~> [-log(p + 1 )7 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
For later applications we only have to calculate f(p, r, t) for a few values 
of r, t. 
First suppose that 
nm~ 
t=- - '  (18) 
p - l '  
then (13) becomes 
( n -~)  p(n--r)logn 1 
fp ,  r, 
p p -- 1 + [-log (p + 1 )7 
(d - r ) (n -d+ 1) -dn+d 2 
(19) 
which is linear in r. 
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Next suppose n =pt, hence r ~< t and d -  r ~< n - t. Substituting n =pt  into 
(13) and rearranging ives 
[-log(p + 1 )7 - 1 d 
f (p ,  r, n/p) = n log n d(n - d) + 
[log(p + 1)7 [log(p + 1)7 
(nip - r ) (d -  r(t + [log(p + 1)7)) + (n -d+ t)r (20) 
[log(p + 1)7 
As r ~< t we have r <~ n/p. Hence, if d>~ r(1 + [log(p + 1)7) is follows that 
f (p , r ,n /p )<~nlogn-d(n -d)  1 (-log(p+ 117 
d (n -d+ 1)r 
+ (21) 
[-log(p + 1)7 [log(p + 1)7 
Note that f (p ,  r, n/p) is quadratic in r and hence has a maximum value at 
say r = r', where 
n[log(p + 1 )7 2d-  n + nip - t 
q- _ r  r. 
2p(1 +Flog(p+ 1)7) 2(1 +Flog(p+ 1)7) 
Assuming that r '>  d/(1 +[log(p + 1)7) implies that 
n ( !+ [-l°g(p + 1)7 1) -11>0,  
2P P 
which is never true for p~>2; thus for r>~d/(1 +I-tog(p+ 1)7) the RHS of 
(20) attains its maximum at r= d/(1 + [-log(p + 1)7): 
1 
d in -d+ 1)d 
+Flog(p+ 1)7 (1 +~-tog(p+ 1)7[ log(p+ 1)7" 
(22) 
Summarizing (21) and (22) we have, for r<~ n/p, 
( : )  ( 1 )  d (23/ 
f p,r,  <<.nlogn--d(n-d)  1-[_tog(p+l)7 +[ log(p+l )T  
Next, substituting t=(d - r ) / (p -1 )  in (13) and simplifying, we get 
f p,r,  =-(d - - r )  n-d  -p lOgn (24) 
p-- 1 p -  1 [tog(p + 1)7 
which is linear in r. 
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The last case is d = r. Inserting this into (13) gives 
f (p,  d, t) = pt log n - (p - 1 ) t d 
=(p-1) t . (pP~l  logn-d  ) .  (25) 
Combining these arguments for p >/3 and those of the previous section 
for p = 2 (Theorem 2) gives our result: 
THEOREM 3. For given e > 0 almost all subspaces of dimension d in V ~ 
are rigid if and only if (2 + e) log n ~< d~ n - (2 + e) log n. 
COROLLARY 2. For given 5 > 0 almost all subspaces of dimension d in V" 
have no automorphism oforderp when ([-log(p + l )7/([-log(p + 1 )7 - 1 ) + 5) 
log n ~< d <~ n - ([-tog(p + 1 )7/[-log(p + 1 )7 - 1 ) + 5) log n. 
Proof We prove the theorem; the corollary follows from the 
arguments. Our  proof follows that of Theorem 2 except that now we must 
prove that 
~ 2 2f(P't'r) (26) 
r t p 
goes to zero as n goes to infinity, where f (p,  t, r) is defined by 
f (p,  r, t) = pt log n + (n - (p - 1 )t) r - r 2 
(d - r ) ( (p -1 ) t -d+r  + 1) 
+ dn+d 2 
[-log(p + 1)7 
= t p log n + (p --1) [ - log( -~ l )7  r + nr -- r 2 
(d-- r ) (d -  r - 1 ) 
- ]-log(p + 1)7 dn+d2 (27) 
and the summation in (26) is over all values of p, r, t which satisfy 
r=d 
l ~t<~n/p 
O<~r~n-  (p -  1)t 
O<~d-r<~(p-  1)t 
or d -  r > [-log(p + 1 )7. 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
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Note that for fixed values of p, r the function f(p, r, t) is linear in t; 
hence, as in the proof of Theorem 2, we distinguish three cases according 
to the value of the coefficient of t. 
If there is some nonnegative number  such that 
~<plogn+(p-1)  plog-p~-l-] r <~,  (32) 
then put ro = r. If there is no such nonnegative number , then choose for 
r0 any rational number  satisfying (32). 
Case 1. Assume that 
d- r  ) 1 
p logn+(p-1)  [log(-7--~l)] r ~>~ (33) 
holds for all r<r o. In (26) the summation over t is between 
max{l, (d - r ) / (p -  1)} and rain{n/p, (n - r ) / (p -  1)} by (28), (29), and 
(30). Hence we have by assumption (33) and by (11) 
Z Z 2f~p'r'O 
p ro>r t 
C3" E 2 2f(p . . . .  /P) q- C3" Z 2 2f(p, r, (n--r) / (p 1)) (34) 
p r<n/p p ro>r>~n/p 
We show that both sums tend to 0 with n going to infinity. 
By (23) we have 
n 1 ) d . (35) 
mlog(p + 1)] + rlog(p + 1)-] 
This as a function of d is maximal at the bounderies of d; i.e., 
d=(F log(p+l ) ] / (F log(p+l ) ] - l )+e) logn  or d=n- ( r log(p+l ) ] /  
([-log(p + 1 )] - 1) + e) log n. Inserting these values of d gives 
2 Z 
p r<n/p 
2 f(p'r'n/p) ~ n ~ 2- e(1 - I/plog(p + 1 )])nlogn + o(n) 
p 
~< n22 (~/2)nlogn + O(n) (36) 
which goes to 0 with n going to infinity. 
By (19) we have 
n - r p(n - r) log n 
f P ' r '~( -1 ) -  p -1  
(d - r ) (n -d+ 1) + 
[-log(p + 1 )] 
dn + d 2 (37) 
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which is linear in r and the coefficient of r less that - 1. Hence 
C3 E 2 2/(e'r'("-r)l(p-1)) 
p r>~n/p 
C3C4 E 2f(P'n/p'(n--r)/(P 1)) 
P 
C3C4 E 2nl°gn--d(n d)(1 -- 1/Flog(p+ 1)])+d/Flog(p+ 1))] 
P 
<~ n 2- (s/2 )nlogn + O(n) (38) 
which again tends to 0 with n going to infinity and therefore (34) tends to 
0 as well. 
Case 2. Now let 
d -  r ) 1 (39) 
p logn+(p-1)  [-log-~+l)-] r ~-~ 
hold for all r>ro .  The minimal value of t is given by 
max{ 1, (d-  r)/(p - 1)}; however, since f(p, r, 1) <<.f(p, r (d-  r)/(p- 1)) 
for d-r<~p-1,  it suffices to consider only this latter case. Then by (31) 
and (12) 
d Flog(p-l-l)] 
2 2 22f (P ' r ' t )=E Z 22f (P '~ ' "+2 ~', ~ 2f(p'r't) 
p r>-r 0 t p r=d t p r>ro t 
d-- Flog(p + 1)] 
<<- Z Z 2J(P'a")+ g4 2 2 2y(p,r,(a-,)/(p-1)). (40) 
p t p r>r 0 
Consider the first double sum in (40). By (25) we have 
f(p, d, t )= (p -  1 ) t (p -~ log n -  d). (41) 
Again it follows for d> (p/(p- 1)+ e)log n and e log n > ½ that 
2 22'f(P'd't)~ e4 ~ 2f(P'a'l) 
p t p 
~ C4 2 2Plogn--(P l)d 
P 
C42  2-(P ~)~ogn 
P 
<~ c]2-2~1°% 
(42) 
(43) 
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which goes to 0 with n going to infinity. Note that for any fixed p, 
f (p ,  d, 1)~< - (p -  1) e logn  
for d>>. (p/(p - 1) + 8) log n. 
Consider now the second double sum in (40). By (24) we have 
d- r  (pP~l logn-n+d+Flog(p~_ l )7 ) .  (44) r, 1 
As this is linear in r, with r having a coefficient at least 1 for 
d<<. n - (p/ (p  - 1) + ~) log n and e log n ~> ½, we have by (44) 
C4 Z 
P 
d [-log(p + 1)1 
E 2f(P,r,(d--r)/(p-- 1)) 
r> ro 
2[qog(p + 1)7((p/(p -- 1))logn -- n + d+ 1/[-log(p + 1)7 ) ~< C3C4 
P 
2Flog(p + 1)7( -e~og n+ 1/[-tog(p +1 )1) 
£3 C4 
P 
2C3C 4 ~ 2 - r~og(p + 1)7elogn 
P 
[-logn 7 
~<2C3C4 2 2 l '2 - ( t+ l )~ l°gn  
l=1 
rlogn7 
~2C3C4 2 2 -g l °gn  
l= l  
~< 2 --elogn + O(loglogn). (45) 
Hence, the sums (42) and (45) tend to 0 and therefore the sum (40) tends 
to 0 with n going to infinity. 
Case 3. For  the last case, we have that there is at most one value of r, 
say r = r0, such that 
_!2 <p log n + (p -  1 : [-log(p + 1)7 - ro <-.2 (46) 
Equivalently we have 
p[-log(p + 1)7 
log n + 
ro = (p _ 1)([-log(p + 1 ) + 1 ) 
d 
1 + [ log(p + 1)7 
+ ar log(p  + 1)7 (47) 
(p - 1)([ log(p + 1)7 + 1) 
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1 for some constant a with -½ < a < 5. Note that 
1 pFlog(p + 1 )] 
(p - 1)(1 + I - log(p+ 1)~) ~ 
1 
and therefore for some tip with 0 ~< 6p ~ 5 we have 
d 
ro = (1 - 6p) log n + 
1 + [-log(p + 1)7 
is 
+ O(1). (48) 
By assumption (47) the coefficient of t in (27) is at most ½ and thus 
Z ~ 2f(P'r°" ') ~ 2 Z 2'/2 + nro-r2o - (el-ro)(cl-r0- 1)/flog(p + i)] -  an + a 2 
p t p t 
~C32 2n/2p+(d  ro)(d+ro n (d - ro -1 ) /F log(p+t ) l )  (49) 
p 
Using (48), the exponent in the last inequality viewed as a function of d 
quadratic and maximal at the boundaries of d; that is, for 
d = ([-log(p + 1 )~/[-log(p + 1 )7 - 1 ) + e) log n and for d = n -  (Flog(p + 1 )-]/ 
(Flog(p + 1)-] - 1) + e) log n. Substituting for d and ro in (48) and (49) we 
get 
C3 2 2n/2p + (d-- ro)(d+ ro -- n -- (d-- r 0 -- l)/[log(p + 1 )7) 
P 
C3 ~ 2n/zp - (logn)(n + O(logn))(g~p + (2/3)e) 
P 
~-~ 20(n) nlogn(Op+(2/3)e) 
p 
~< 20(n)- (2/3)enlogn (50)  
which tends to 0 with n going to infinity. 
Therefore, the whole sum (26) tends to 0 with n going to infinity and 
hence finishes the proof. | 
5. FINAL COMMENTS 
We remark that for fixed p an odd prime the previous arguments estab- 
lishing Corol lary 2 ean be easily modified to give 
COROLLARY 3. For given ~ > 0 almost all subspaces of dimension d 
in V ~ have no automorphism of orderp or greater when ( [ - log(p+l )7 /  
([-log(p + 1 )7 - 1 ) + e) log n ~< d~< n - ([-log(p + 1 )-]/(Flog(p + 1 )-] - 1 ) + ~) 
log n. 
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On the other hand, from Theorem 1 we know that for given e > 0 if 
d<~ (p / (p -1 ) ) logn-p logp ,  n >no that at least ½-e  of all d-dimensional 
subspaces of V n have an automorphism of order p. It would be interesting 
to close the gap between these two bounds on d, the dimension of the sub- 
space. However, a much more careful and perhaps different approach to 
enumerating these subspaces would be needed. 
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